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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 

(http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=14273)  

 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 06:04 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Jack, What you typed and what Christ did was two diffrent things.. Christ forgave people and 

helped them. 

 

Christ never told anyone he did not care about them.. 

 

 

yeah Jack... that was seriously offensive.  

 

be careful sir! dont try to manipulate the gospel....not only does the Bible warn against that.... but 

from what i gather.... nothing good could come out of that for the person doing it! if you know 

what i mean. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 06:09 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by yossarian  

He is behaving like politicians do when they're backed into a corner by a simple, forthright 

question they don't have a good answer to. They disregard it, and instead answer as though 
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they were asked a different question altogether. In cases where the evidence of guilt is 

undeniable, they often attempt to distract attention elsewhere. Deflect, dodge, counterattack. 

 

Case in point: 

 

SBM and WYK ask Jack repeatedly to refute the facts brought out by litigation and outside 

investigations.  

 

Jack replies with a copy/paste of AC's sales pitch and the occasional "I'm praying for you," or 

"You're such hate-filled people," or "I won't justify that with a response," none of which comes 

anywhere close to answering the simple question posed.  

 

He hasn't answered them in the past; he isn't answering them today. He will never answer them. 

Why? Because answering them honestly equates to an admission of guilt for swindling 

hundreds of reps out of thousands of dollars. 

 

There's still time to do the right thing, Jack. Admit your mistakes, pay for them, and become an 

honest member of society. I know greed is a hard drug to shake, but you've got to try. The 

streak won't last forever. One of these days, you'll make a misstep, forget to cover your tracks, 

and wind up serving five to ten in a cold room with no windows. It'll catch up to you, Jack. It 

always does. 

 

as always yossarian... great post. i couldnt agree with you more. 

 

Jack is notorious for ignoring me. he didnt even address my entire post about the value of the 

$10,000 ripoff and all of the conferences that i have attended that cost MUCH less for speakers 

of the utmost quality and reputation. including the 4 day trip to the bahamas! 

 

Jack.... that last part of yossarians post is very telling. i happen to agree with him.... all i would 

add however is that i would be careful if i were you, Jack..... a jail cell is the last form of 

punishment i would be worrying about if i were you! 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 06:28 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Hi Jack! 

 

couple of quick questions: 

 

How is AC doing? what is growth like? how many reps have been added since the beginning of 

2007? what was the actual COMPANY's income for year ending 2006? these are valid questions 

Jack. these are questions that anyone doing their due diligence would/should ask. so please 

address each request specifically. thank you. 

 



Also, how is your Vemma business doing? why did you join Vemma? are you cross-recruiting 

into both of your MLM businesses? do you think that is ethical? why did you choose Vemma? if 

AC is doing so well, why are you hedging your bets with Vemma? 

 

thank you in advance for not completely ignoring my posts and addressing each point 

specifically. as you know, my posts have not been hate-filled and i expect you to address my info 

requests. thank you. 

 

i look forward to your response. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 07:30 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I happen to know for a fact that several of the speakers are bonafide multi-millionaires. they 

may all be, but i'm commenting on the ones I know OF personally.One of them made millions in 

insurance. 

 

 

Jack, 

 

i have a quick question about this person that was a speaker at one of the AC conferences who is 

involved with insurance... is this person associated in ANY way with the Hidden Treasures 

insurance product that AC is associated with? if so, could his involvment as a speaker be 

construed as a conflict of interest? is there a contractual obligation relationship for him to speak 

at conferences that involves pricing of insurance products? there wouldnt be "kick-backs" of any 

kind involved with this relationship, would there be? 

 

Are all of the speakers associated in this manner? 

 

thank you in advance for answering this question as it is not hate-filled and is an appropriate 

question to consider when one is performing their due diligence research.  

 

please do not ignore my information requests. i am not requesting any information that should 

not be considered when wondering about the validity of this opportunity. 

 

i look forward to your response. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-09-2007 12:23 AM 

 



Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Hi Jack, 

 

Just another quick question for you to help people make a more informed decision regarding the 

AC opportunity. 

 

Jack, we need a couple of things from you:  

 

can you please provide a list of the speakers that have participated in Advantage Conference 

events? 

 

also, can you please provide us with a listing of speakers that have presented at Liberty League 

International conferences? 

 

and one more thing please, a listing of the speakers that took part in the All-Star Entrepreneur 

conference events. 

 

Also, a listing of the people that were speakers at more than one of these events. 

 

thank you so much for helping us out with these requests for basic information. i know that it 

doesnt seem like much, but i think it would be interesting to cross-reference some of these 

speakers to see if the same conference speakers have simply been regurgitated over and over 

since this business model started almost 10 years ago (in the aforementioned now defunct 

companies liberty league and all-star entrepreneur). those companies ran their course after 2 to 4 

years each.... then went bankrupt after the money dried up.... looks like AC is on the same time 

table. 

 

i want to be sure that it simply isnt an "old boys club" of everyone scratching eachothers backs.  

 

thank you for providing this basic information, as you can see, my request is not hate-filled and 

is simply something that anyone should be provided with upon performing their due diligence. 

 

thank yo uso much and i look forward to your response. 

 

Soapboxmom 02-09-2007 12:43 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

BIGfranky, you ask and it majically lands in my box. Here is one conference's speakers. Let's 

check tham out. 

 

Sue Goldstein  

 

Lauralee Lindholm  



 

Kaaydah Schatten  

 

Diana Rochin  

 

Dawn Cline-Hills  

 

Merri-Jo Hillaker  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

yossarian 02-09-2007 01:43 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

BIGfranky, you ask and it majically lands in my box. Here is one conference's speakers. Let's 

check tham out. 

 

Sue Goldstein  

 

Lauralee Lindholm  

 

Kaaydah Schatten  

 

Diana Rochin  

 

Dawn Cline-Hills  

 

Merri-Jo Hillaker  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

 

You spoke at an AC conference, SBM?! Quite frankly, I'm surprised at you. :D 

 

txfan 02-09-2007 02:46 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

BIGfranky, you ask and it majically lands in my box. Here is one conference's speakers. Let's 

check tham out. 

 

Sue Goldstein  

 

Lauralee Lindholm  

 

Kaaydah Schatten  

 

Diana Rochin  

 

Dawn Cline-Hills  

 

Merri-Jo Hillaker  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

OK. The only one I have any knowledge of prior to this is Sue Goldstein who is also known as 

the "Underground Shopper". She is also very involved in the Jewish community - which is great 

- except that I thought it was a "Christian mentoring conference"? Also, I googled the others. 

Merri-Jo Hillaker is a higher-up with Mannatech - another MLM company. 

 

Based on these speakers, the only one I would be willing to pay $10,000 to hear speak is 

Soapboxmom! :D 

 

Wishyouknew 02-09-2007 06:34 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

I googled, Lauralee Lindholm, and she seems to be a missionary in Ethiopia and her husband 

seems to be very active in the Texas Baptist Men. No Doubt they seem like great people and 

great Christians. I am not sure about their financial status.  

They use to own Kingdom Homes a Housing and Real Estate Company. 

 

Here is another ironic find. Kingdom Homes is a member of the BBB.. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-13-2007 07:54 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Hi Jack, 

 



i just wanted to post on this thread to give it a boost of life.... i definitely dont htink that this 

thread shoudl fall off of the first page.... especially with all of these new reps that have been 

frequesnting scam.com lately! 

 

just an FYI... we're still waiting on hearing your responses to all of my info requests regarding 

this business opportunity. 

 

thanks... 

 

txfan 02-15-2007 08:14 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

I just googled Jack's name and you will be happy to know that this thread came up in the number 

one spot (even over his own website! :eek: ) :p 

 

BIGfranky75 02-15-2007 04:53 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

I just googled Jack's name and you will be happy to know that this thread came up in the 

number one spot (even over his own website! :eek: ) :p 

 

 

that is just great..... txfan, that totally made my day. 

 

lets keep it up folks! we have to keep these scammers on top of the google searches! 

 

tom17179 02-15-2007 08:39 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack Weinzierl is probably a good person. He really believes that huge commissions for MLM is 

the way to go. I don't believe in that, and I told Jack that years ago when he introduced me to 

smartmall.biz. There was this website he was involved with where you would pay $20 a month 

for the privlage of hoving the links to websites, such as walmart, target, sears, etc in 1 setup. The 

stores all gave a small MLM discount like 5%, the percentage for the referral link. This was also 

split. The $20/mo fee approx was split and eaten up with commissions. Quixstar took that mall 

idea to a new level today. I think enough has already been said about that, and we can all agree 

that that is a scam. I think even Jack can agree that it is just stupid. Then Jack got involved in 



other MLM companies. Then he sent e mails around about ultimatematch.com. He was married, 

but he got involved in an mlm dating site. Jack wasn't using the product, yet he was trying to get 

people to join this under him. That sort of rubbed me the wrong way. I was a member of 

match.com at the time. I looked at Ultimatematch.com, and it didn't compare and I would have to 

pay Jack his commission each month and find people to join. That wasn't for me. Now years 

later, I come across Jack again with advantage conferences. I guess he believes in this, but 

$10,000.00 and $7,000.00 of that is commission, and the $3,000.00 is overhead. Now that's not 

right. The Trump University DVDs are like $500, and you learn to think like a billionaire. That's 

better than a millionaire.  

 

Jack believes in supporting his wife and 2 kids at all costs. Maybe he is convinced that advantage 

conferences is a good thing, but come on, standard commission should not exceed 20% for a 

$3000 product. He should get $600 for new recruits, not $7000. That's like a realtor says he can 

sell your house for $1,000,000, but he will take $700,000.00 in commission. We would laugh at 

such a realtor. I know you can't admit it Jack, because you can go to jail, so don't respond. We 

know you are stealing. I encourage you to give up MLM, and earn an honest living. Maybe in 

real estate where you will earn an honest 6% rather than a dishonest 70% commission. It will be 

a better example for your children. You can help give born again Christians a good name again. 

Sorry, Ted Haggard destroyed it for you. Now Christians can fight back and show they're honest 

just like the catholic church did by exposing all pedophile priests after they admitted and found 

the problem. Now our society believes that Evangelical Christians are not to be trusted, including 

myself. Please repent, appologize, and deal with the destruction that Christians have caused. 

Because of you and Ted Haggard, I believe Christians are liars who are only out for themselves 

and their immediate family. They'll lie, cheat, and steal if it feels good, and they can get away 

with it. I was a member of a bible church for a year also. I know what goes on there. 

Evangelicals value themselves and their immediate family more than society. If it makes them or 

their immediate family happy, it doesn't matter who they hurt. There are some good apples in 

every bunch. I have a very close friend who is a christian. She is a good person. I feel sorry for 

her that she believes in people like Jack and Ted. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-15-2007 08:53 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Tom17179, 

 

Thank you for your insight, another happy associate of Jack Weinzierl.. 

 

It would be interesting if Craig Masilow could put Jack under the same microscope he did Tim 

Darnell and see what kind of interesting past we would find for Jack..  

 

How many MLM's have you been involved with? 

 

tom17179 02-16-2007 02:21 AM 

 



Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

I was only involved in 2 MLMs. After that, I've become a critic of MLMs. I was a born again 

Christian for a while too. I've belonged to 2 bible churches at different times. Since then I've 

become a critic of born agains too. Jack fits both those catagories, so he really grabs my 

attention.  

 

I remember a bible church I went to, the pastor would always ask me how's business. I mean I 

was there on a Sunday, I didn't want to talk about my finances at the service. Now it all makes 

sense though. Jack put it all in perspective. I am truely grateful for Jack Weinzerel, Ted Haggard, 

and George Bush for showing me by example that a you can find an excuse for any action by 

taking the bible literally. Thanks Jack :). We can all learn from Jack that Evangelistic 

Christianity is not the way to go. Love your neighbor. Believe in God, but do not take the bible 

literally. The bible is a guidebook of metaphores. That's why there are 4 gospels in the new Test 

and 2 creation stories in Genesis. 

 

Patrick in California 02-16-2007 07:46 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by tom17179  

Jack Weinzierl is probably a good person. He really believes that huge commissions for MLM 

is the way to go. I don't believe in that, and I told Jack that years ago when he introduced me to 

smartmall.biz. There was this website he was involved with where you would pay $20 a month 

for the privlage of hoving the links to websites, such as walmart, target, sears, etc in 1 setup. 

The stores all gave a small MLM discount like 5%, the percentage for the referral link. This 

was also split. The $20/mo fee approx was split and eaten up with commissions. Quixstar took 

that mall idea to a new level today. I think enough has already been said about that, and we can 

all agree that that is a scam. I think even Jack can agree that it is just stupid. Then Jack got 

involved in other MLM companies. Then he sent e mails around about ultimatematch.com. He 

was married, but he got involved in an mlm dating site. Jack wasn't using the product, yet he 

was trying to get people to join this under him. That sort of rubbed me the wrong way. I was a 

member of match.com at the time. I looked at Ultimatematch.com, and it didn't compare and I 

would have to pay Jack his commission each month and find people to join. That wasn't for me. 

Now years later, I come across Jack again with advantage conferences. I guess he believes in 

this, but $10,000.00 and $7,000.00 of that is commission, and the $3,000.00 is overhead. Now 

that's not right. The Trump University DVDs are like $500, and you learn to think like a 

billionaire. That's better than a millionaire.  

 

Jack believes in supporting his wife and 2 kids at all costs. Maybe he is convinced that 

advantage conferences is a good thing, but come on, standard commission should not exceed 

20% for a $3000 product. He should get $600 for new recruits, not $7000. That's like a realtor 



says he can sell your house for $1,000,000, but he will take $700,000.00 in commission. We 

would laugh at such a realtor. I know you can't admit it Jack, because you can go to jail, so 

don't respond. We know you are stealing. I encourage you to give up MLM, and earn an honest 

living. Maybe in real estate where you will earn an honest 6% rather than a dishonest 70% 

commission. It will be a better example for your children. You can help give born again 

Christians a good name again. Sorry, Ted Haggard destroyed it for you. Now Christians can 

fight back and show they're honest just like the catholic church did by exposing all pedophile 

priests after they admitted and found the problem. Now our society believes that Evangelical 

Christians are not to be trusted, including myself. Please repent, appologize, and deal with the 

destruction that Christians have caused. Because of you and Ted Haggard, I believe Christians 

are liars who are only out for themselves and their immediate family. They'll lie, cheat, and 

steal if it feels good, and they can get away with it. I was a member of a bible church for a year 

also. I know what goes on there. Evangelicals value themselves and their immediate family 

more than society. If it makes them or their immediate family happy, it doesn't matter who they 

hurt. There are some good apples in every bunch. I have a very close friend who is a christian. 

She is a good person. I feel sorry for her that she believes in people like Jack and Ted. 

 

I see NOTHING wrong with earning a 50%, 70% or even a 90% commission. 

 

That is IF the PRODUCT/SERVICE you are SELLING is worth the money and competitively 

priced. 

 

tom17179 02-16-2007 06:30 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
That is IF the PRODUCT/SERVICE you are SELLING is worth the money and competitively 

priced.  

 

 

Food in restaurants is typically an 80% markup, but the food is competitively priced. The 

advantage conference is not competitively priced. I see your point. I guess that's what you meant. 

Look, I don't agree with MLM, but Quixstar gives you free conferences on how they became 

rich, and Chris Tinney will talk to you for free. Advantage conferences is a scam period. A 70% 

commission on a conference is just stealing. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-16-2007 07:02 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by tom17179  

I was only involved in 2 MLMs. After that, I've become a critic of MLMs. I was a born again 

Christian for a while too. I've belonged to 2 bible churches at different times. Since then I've 

become a critic of born agains too. Jack fits both those catagories, so he really grabs my 

attention.  

 

I remember a bible church I went to, the pastor would always ask me how's business. I mean I 

was there on a Sunday, I didn't want to talk about my finances at the service. Now it all makes 

sense though. Jack put it all in perspective. I am truely grateful for Jack Weinzerel, Ted 

Haggard, and George Bush for showing me by example that a you can find an excuse for any 

action by taking the bible literally. Thanks Jack :). We can all learn from Jack that Evangelistic 

Christianity is not the way to go. Love your neighbor. Believe in God, but do not take the bible 

literally. The bible is a guidebook of metaphores. That's why there are 4 gospels in the new Test 

and 2 creation stories in Genesis. 

 

tom, 

 

thank you so much for your insight. i am glad that you are here to share your opinions and 

experiences.... especially since you know Jack personally. i think the fact that Jack has peddled 

so many MLM businesses in the past speaks volumes of his actual "belief" level..... he believes 

in them until they dry up and the money is gone, then he moves on to the next one.... it really is 

deceitful, i dont care what anyone says. i have to admit, when i thought of Jack peddling a dating 

service, i literally laughed out loud. 

 

this kind of info is important for people to see. Jack has a way of bullying people and guilting 

people.... he "leads" through FEAR. his reps (whom i know many are reading these threads!) 

need to see tha the is nothing more than a shill/snake oil salesman and that he has no integrity. he 

has a bad track record of picking businesses to build. anyone that changes companies every 3 or 

4 years, is chasing the dollar (a thief or a crook) or has no business sense. when i was in MLM, i 

was with the same company for many, many years (then my eyes were opened!).... but these 

people that go from company to company are not people of the utmost moral character.... i can 

say that from experience.... i ran into a lot of them in my 10 years in the field.  

 

now tom, i dont want this thread turning into a religious discussion.... but the rest of your post 

really saddened me. you seem to easily be swayed... for you to base your faith on the actions of 

MEN is not a wise move to make. MEN can do nothing but fail you. you need a deeper faith than 

that of your pastor or brother, etc. dont let the actions of a few dictate your beliefs... 

 

that being said.... this is one of the main reasons i am so vehemently against advantage 

conferences, tim darnell, and especially Jack Weinzierl. these businesses that mix faith with 

money are taking something very sacred and trying to turn it into an ATM.... it is blasphemy in 

my eyes.... and i have seen many times on this, and other threads throughout the internet, poor 

souls like tom that have come to doubt their own faith because of situations/companies such as 



AC. i have read posts tha tnow doubt the existance of God due to their involvement in AC... it is 

really heart-breaking. 

 

tom17179 02-16-2007 08:13 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

I don't know Jack personally, it sounded like you thought he was an old friend. I just took an 

interest in MLM marketing in 2000 when a 75 year old co-worker was getting into one after 

another. I was not quite sure of them at the time, so I researched a couple of them for him. Jack 

was such a funny character, I just had to watch what he was doing. He always gave me a great 

laugh. When I heard people falling for advantage conferences, I started to change that attitude. 

That makes me sad. It's one thing to lose 20/50 even 100 a month for a couple of months till you 

realize it's a joke. Losing 10K to some Texans can really be a problem. Also, I found that a lot of 

these people who fall for these have little money, and they think they found the holy grail. It was 

funny when he pushed ultimatematch.com though. The religion thing was funny at first too. Now 

it's really sad. I remember reading about the healers, and the traveling preachers who were 

scammers. Jack is the modern day healer. 

 

Americanadian 02-20-2007 02:33 PM 

 
Re: Yes, this is Jack Weinzierl...part 2 
  

1 Attachment(s) 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Jack_Weinzierl  

 

So, I’m telling you blatantly who I am. The attacks are ridiculous and certainly satanic. The 

attacks reveal much more about the lives of the anonymous posters than they do mine or the 

others they feel compelled to direct their venom at.  

 

How about this challenge – why don’t the hate-filled, cowardly posters reveal their true 

identities, phone numbers, pictures, addresses and testimonials about their life. They won’t – 

nobody would dare make such ridiculous comments exposing how low they really are. I say to 

them - come on out and reveal yourselves. The world is waiting. Perhaps you would like a 

reporter to do a hatchet job on you to write an already pre-disposed slanderous letter for others 

to see when they pull up your name.  

 

It takes no education whatsoever, although it does require a total lack of decency to come up 

with the filth that the handful of scam.com posters apparently thrive on. If you are looking for 

truth, goodness, encouragement, or anything righteous and Godly, you’ll not find it there. 

 



I encourage you to read Philippians 4:8 and follow that scripture as the best prescription for a 

productive life. That is the environment you’ll find at AC and totally absent in the small, 

misdirected handful of posters at scam.com. Consider the source. 

 

"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not to 

harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. Then you will call upon me and come and pray 

to me, and I will listen to you. You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your 

heart." (Jeremiah 29:11-13) 

 

Praise the Lord and pass the offering plate! Man! that was a God inspired screed! I'm all pumped 

up now, I can feel the spirit. Look!!! I'm starting to talk in tongues already.... 

 

%(*&@)(@)^&^@NJDYFAS^D^%&Y*UQIH(SU(QUJIHQUDGY 

 

 

Wow!! I can Feeeeeeelllll the power of AC...Yeeehaaaaa!!! Man...I'm salivating all over tha 

place, Slurp...! Smack!! :eek: ewww!! (wipes monitor off) 

 

Sorry 'bout that. Sometimes I get too excited! :D  

 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to Jack W. It's truly 

fortunate that such wise people with leadership skills are present in America, to guide those 

misguided sheeple. Those misguided lost souls need a flock to belong to. And Jack is just the 

man for the job. And let's not forget Tim. The dynamic duo should be commended for their 

sincerity and committment to this Divine business they have going here in America. 

 

These professed leaders of God, are inspiring people to make that leap of Faith, by asking people 

to do what so many other Religious leaders have asked people..(and succeeded) to do....open 

their wallets for the cause. The Kingdom cannot be advanced without donating to this cause! 

Amen... 

 

To the lost sheeple... 

It is imperative that you don't be deceived!! Satan is lurking about, raging like a Lion, seeking 

whom he can devour. This is the hour! Those on this website are the devil's agents!!! They are 

lying in the shadows, waiting to pull you in at the slightest sign of weakness!!! Stand your 

ground, and know that Jack and Tim will help you to stand firm. Stand on the ROCK!!  

After all, businesses like this get attacked all the time. Satan doesn't want good Christians to 

succeed on this earth.  

 

And now, a few things to add for the great Jack and Tim dynasty.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

I have noticed a few things, in my meandering around this website. In particular, I found it 

fascinating that so many people could be deceived by a devoted man of God. Of course, Billy 

Graham, Jimmy Swaggart and the likes were all "men of God" were they not?  

 

 

 

As a "Christian", the almighty dollar is not to be worshipped above God. That would be labelled 

as "Idol Worship" . But then, I reckon you would attest that you are doing "God's work" , and 

you are merely cashing in on some of the promises quoted in the Scriptures, eh?  

 

Let us reminisce for a moment. When the rich man approached Jesus asking what he needed to 

do in order to get into Heaven; what was the answer my precarious viewers? Jesus said to the 

young rich lad to donate all of his possessions to the poor and follow Him.  

 

Well now. I surmise that our good friend Jack Weiner here, wouldn't even consider giving his 

Hummer to the poor. It's funny that Jack decided to go for one of the top luxury SUV's available 

on the market today. Yup! Jack's too high society to stoop and purchase a Jeep YJ, or a Tracker. 

Humble vehicles just don't stroke the ego like the expensive SUV's. Nothing makes you yell 

"PRAISE JEE-ZUS!!!" more than a Hummer.  

 

Yeah, what's this talk about a fur coat? Why would he buy himself a Hummer and buy a fake fur 

for his wife? What an abject little worm to do such a thing. Selfish eh there Jackie? What did the 

Bible say about loving your wife like yourself? Let us ponder for a moment and analyze what the 

purpose would be to wear a "fake" fur coat. Obviously, it is for someone who is coveting a 

REAL fur and cannot afford one? Surely Jack, if you can buy a Hummer, you can buy the old 

lady a fur? Just think...buy her a real fur and you just might get lucky tonight! ;)  

 

Oh...I cannot forget to express my most sincere gratitude that you graced us with your long-

winded diatribe explaining your position in all of this. It puts things into perspective.  

 

You see Jack....there's a really warm place awaiting your arrival. No....it's not Hawaii. Nope...not 

Bermuda either. Put it this way....if you don't begin to practise what you preach, and instead vote 

to continue on your path of deceit, falsehoods, fabrications and obfuscations; it will catch up 

with you. Remember what God said about doing things unto the least of those? Also remember 

when he said vengeance is His? Oh yeah....I like the verse about how it would be better if a stone 

were hung around that particular person's neck and be cast into the sea, rather than to oppress His 

people. Gotta love that eh?  

 

AND.... 
 

when you do arrive at your "warm" destination, rest assured, you won't even have the chance to 

leap at the crest of the flames....Satan will have you in a Shish Ka Bob type contraption, where 

he can cook you evenly...nice and slow. Much like roasting a weiner over a camp 

fire....ha....ha.....ha..... 

 



BBQ sauce anyone?? 

 

PS: Please be sure and send us one of those famous fire-proof postcards when you get there okay 

? Good man!  

 

Ha...ha...ha.... 

 

Wishyouknew 02-20-2007 10:09 PM 

 
Re: Yes, this is Jack Weinzierl...part 2 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Americanadian  

Praise the Lord and pass the offering plate! Man! that was a God inspired screed! I'm all 

pumped up now, I can feel the spirit. Look!!! I'm starting to talk in tongues already.... 

 

%(*&@)(@)^&^@NJDYFAS^D^%&Y*UQIH(SU(QUJIHQUDGY 

 

 

Wow!! I can Feeeeeeelllll the power of AC...Yeeehaaaaa!!! Man...I'm salivating all over tha 

place, Slurp...! Smack!! :eek: ewww!! (wipes monitor off) 

 

Sorry 'bout that. Sometimes I get too excited! :D  

 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to Jack W. It's truly 

fortunate that such wise people with leadership skills are present in America, to guide those 

misguided sheeple. Those misguided lost souls need a flock to belong to. And Jack is just the 

man for the job. And let's not forget Tim. The dynamic duo should be commended for their 

sincerity and committment to this Divine business they have going here in America. 

 

These professed leaders of God, are inspiring people to make that leap of Faith, by asking 

people to do what so many other Religious leaders have asked people..(and succeeded) to 

do....open their wallets for the cause. The Kingdom cannot be advanced without donating to 

this cause! Amen... 

 

To the lost sheeple... 

It is imperative that you don't be deceived!! Satan is lurking about, raging like a Lion, seeking 

whom he can devour. This is the hour! Those on this website are the devil's agents!!! They are 

lying in the shadows, waiting to pull you in at the slightest sign of weakness!!! Stand your 

ground, and know that Jack and Tim will help you to stand firm. Stand on the ROCK!!  

After all, businesses like this get attacked all the time. Satan doesn't want good Christians to 

succeed on this earth.  



 

And now, a few things to add for the great Jack and Tim dynasty.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have noticed a few things, in my meandering around this website. In particular, I found it 

fascinating that so many people could be deceived by a devoted man of God. Of course, Billy 

Graham, Jimmy Swaggart and the likes were all "men of God" were they not?  

 

 

 

As a "Christian", the almighty dollar is not to be worshipped above God. That would be 

labelled as "Idol Worship" . But then, I reckon you would attest that you are doing "God's 

work" , and you are merely cashing in on some of the promises quoted in the Scriptures, eh?  

 

Let us reminisce for a moment. When the rich man approached Jesus asking what he needed to 

do in order to get into Heaven; what was the answer my precarious viewers? Jesus said to the 

young rich lad to donate all of his possessions to the poor and follow Him.  

 

Well now. I surmise that our good friend Jack Weiner here, wouldn't even consider giving his 

Hummer to the poor. It's funny that Jack decided to go for one of the top luxury SUV's available 

on the market today. Yup! Jack's too high society to stoop and purchase a Jeep YJ, or a 

Tracker. Humble vehicles just don't stroke the ego like the expensive SUV's. Nothing makes you 

yell "PRAISE JEE-ZUS!!!" more than a Hummer.  

 

Yeah, what's this talk about a fur coat? Why would he buy himself a Hummer and buy a fake fur 

for his wife? What an abject little worm to do such a thing. Selfish eh there Jackie? What did 

the Bible say about loving your wife like yourself? Let us ponder for a moment and analyze 

what the purpose would be to wear a "fake" fur coat. Obviously, it is for someone who is 

coveting a REAL fur and cannot afford one? Surely Jack, if you can buy a Hummer, you can 

buy the old lady a fur? Just think...buy her a real fur and you just might get lucky tonight! ;)  

 

Oh...I cannot forget to express my most sincere gratitude that you graced us with your long-

winded diatribe explaining your position in all of this. It puts things into perspective.  

 

You see Jack....there's a really warm place awaiting your arrival. No....it's not Hawaii. 

Nope...not Bermuda either. Put it this way....if you don't begin to practise what you preach, and 

instead vote to continue on your path of deceit, falsehoods, fabrications and obfuscations; it 

will catch up with you. Remember what God said about doing things unto the least of those? 

Also remember when he said vengeance is His? Oh yeah....I like the verse about how it would 

be better if a stone were hung around that particular person's neck and be cast into the sea, 

rather than to oppress His people. Gotta love that eh?  

 



AND.... 
 

when you do arrive at your "warm" destination, rest assured, you won't even have the chance to 

leap at the crest of the flames....Satan will have you in a Shish Ka Bob type contraption, where 

he can cook you evenly...nice and slow. Much like roasting a weiner over a camp 

fire....ha....ha.....ha..... 

 

BBQ sauce anyone?? 

 

PS: Please be sure and send us one of those famous fire-proof postcards when you get there 

okay ? Good man!  

 

Ha...ha...ha.... 

 

That is pretty funny! 

 

Soapboxmom 02-21-2007 12:59 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Americanadian, 

 

A very hearty Texas welcome to our humble thread. Your post was top notch--absolutely superb. 

You keep posting like that and you might replace me as Jack's number one thorn in the side. That 

was beyond excellent. Before jack goes to the warm place I do hope he practices not dropping 

the soap! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

rzrbacknow 02-21-2007 09:04 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Personally, I have found that the "truest sense" and "reality" of financial freedom is directly and 

indirectly related to tithing or giving of one's self without expectation of anything in return. 

When you give in this way, it is returned in multiples. Sadly, many Christians either do not know 

of or overlook this simple mystery.  

 

The comments throughout this thread on both sides are very revealing, and I must say, Jack, you 

are not winning anything by coming back. Entertaining-yes; but in a "twisted" sense. Marketing 

opportunity-yes; you haven't missed one by tossing in names of products, prices, where to find, 

etc. You may claim it is out of defense or standing for what you believe in, but true Christianity 

would call for you to ignore, move on, and stay true to your cause. 

 



Franky, SBM, and many others here have your "number". Glad they do. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-21-2007 09:11 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by rzrbacknow  

Personally, I have found that the "truest sense" and "reality" of financial freedom is directly 

and indirectly related to tithing or giving of one's self without expectation of anything in return. 

When you give in this way, it is returned in multiples. Sadly, many Christians either do not 

know of or overlook this simple mystery.  

 

 

excellent post rzrback....i couldnt agree with you more.  

 

imho, people who "give to get," might as well not, as their heart isnt true. to me, that is like 

treating giving as a slot machine. 

 

thanks for your comments! 

 

welcome to the thread. 

 

Soapboxmom 02-22-2007 12:59 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Wacko Jacko is still at it. This is from his website:  

Quote: 

 
What will I be doing to make $7,000 over and over? Our goal is for you to make $7,000.00 

over and over again and a minimum of $100,000 in income over the next year - with a 

realistic potential to make much, much more. The best way for us to achieve this goal is to 

place a powerful system in your hands, then train you fully to utilize and prosper from the 

system.  

 

Your role is to become a professional "inviter" - to send as many people through the Simple 3-

Step System as possible. Much of our ongoing training focuses on how to accomplish exposure 

of your business to thousands of people on a consistent basis.  

 



You will be taught inexpensive, effective, cutting-edge marketing methods that can introduce 

thousands of people you've never met to your Web site. Once they complete the interest form 

that accurately links them to you, they will be your proprietary customer.  

 

That is such a dishonest come on. 97-98% of the reps are losing money. Advantage Conferences 

is still advertising in this fraudulent manner.  

 

Jack, how do you explain to your recruits why almost all of them have lost money and there is 

only one conference scheduled this calendar year? How do you explain that there are still only 

several hundred reps and they are dropping like flies as evidenced by the many websites that 

have been taken down? How do you explain the math that requires 300 recruits have (x14 

reps/sales) 4200 reps/sales. That 4200 needs 58,800.....823,200.....11,524,800.....161,347,200. 

....2,258,860,800. Have you explained why there are no retail sales of the conferences?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

tom17179 02-23-2007 07:53 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Does anyone know how MLM is still allowed to continue? It seems like an illegal chain/pyramid 

to me. It bothers me. Also, how does it stay out of the national media? Other illegal things were 

busted on with the internet (online casinos, duty free cigarette sales, pornography, nigerian scams 

). Those are just examples off the top of my head on how the government regulates the internet. 

Shouldn't they regulate it for other illegal stuff. I don't mean just civil suites There are plenty of 

civil suits out there. Now, about the national news media. Reporters should concentrate on the 

general problem of people losing money in Pyramid scams. The pyramid marketing system is 

illegal, yet it is still out there disguised behind the computer. There are people out there like Jack 

who probably really believe that MLM is a good thing. He fails to realize or admit that the 

majority in the game will fail. He might be too slow to understand the concept of MLM. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-23-2007 10:37 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by tom17179  

Does anyone know how MLM is still allowed to continue? It seems like an illegal 

chain/pyramid to me. It bothers me. Also, how does it stay out of the national media? Other 

illegal things were busted on with the internet (online casinos, duty free cigarette sales, 

pornography, nigerian scams ). Those are just examples off the top of my head on how the 

government regulates the internet. Shouldn't they regulate it for other illegal stuff. I don't mean 



just civil suites There are plenty of civil suits out there. Now, about the national news media. 

Reporters should concentrate on the general problem of people losing money in Pyramid 

scams. The pyramid marketing system is illegal, yet it is still out there disguised behind the 

computer. There are people out there like Jack who probably really believe that MLM is a good 

thing. He fails to realize or admit that the majority in the game will fail. He might be too slow 

to understand the concept of MLM. 

 

I agree Tom, I can't understand why companies like Advantage Conferences have not prompted 

the Attorney General here in Texas to act. How many people have to get scammed?  

 

Although, not all MLM are bad or scams. Mary Kay has stood the test of times and many ladies 

have made good money doing this.  

 

Make up and Ladies products are the one product in my opinion that are a good fit for MLM type 

of structure. 

 

BIGfranky75 03-02-2007 02:13 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Hi folks.... 

 

i saw that this was pushed to the second page. i just wanted to give it a "bump" up so we can 

keep this topic at the top of the google search results. 

 

spanky 03-04-2007 10:22 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Great Idea Big Franky..... we need to work hard to keep people fro investing in this scam..... 

Keep up the great work :) 

 

Wishyouknew 03-06-2007 08:18 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

I found a really cool website today. 

 

It is www.tstn.com 

 

The Success Training Network. 

 

Guess what... Its not a Pyramid and you don't have to pay $10k for it. 

http://www.tstn.com/


 

It has some great speakers on there and they have some great info. 

 

 

Ironically they ARE members of the BBB.. 

 

tom17179 03-06-2007 06:57 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

That is not a bad site. It is not a scam. It looks like it is trying to be a part time cable network, but 

they are introducing it with webcasts at first. People are weary of monthly subscriptions on the 

internet though. It's sad, but now legitimate businesses can't make it on the internet because of 

people like Jack Weinzierl. I think there will be a point in time where the e-commerce is more 

regulated. Now it is like it was in old times, with the peddlers. Sometimes the guy was honest, 

and sometimes it was a scam. That led to treaties, the FDA, etc. It's just human nature. When 

there's an oppertunity to scam, the scammers will come. 

 

Steady 03-06-2007 07:03 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

I found a really cool website today. 

 

It is www.tstn.com 

 

The Success Training Network. 

 

Guess what... Its not a Pyramid and you don't have to pay $10k for it. 

 

It has some great speakers on there and they have some great info. 

 

 

Ironically they ARE members of the BBB.. 

 

 

What is the TSTN? does it ask you to recruite people into buying ? 

 

Wishyouknew 03-06-2007 10:48 PM 

 

http://www.tstn.com/


Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Nope not at all, they do not ask you to recruite anyone. I am sure they would not mind.  

Its just a webcast that they are trying to turn into a partime cable network.  

 

 

 

 

tom17179, in regards to your comment, I think when companys make a good faith effort to join 

the BBB and you see that BBB logo on their website and the BBB approves them. They are in a 

since participating in a form of regulation.  

 

But, yes.. I think someone should regulate GOOGLE. Google does not do a background check 

on anything that pops up on google. Any scam, porn and illegal activity can be found on 

GOOGLE by any 10 year old that wants to find it. And it seems like Google pretty much as a 

monopoly on the e-commerce system. 

 

tom17179 03-08-2007 07:27 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

The better business bureau is not that great either. Remember, those travel and timeshare 

companies are ofter BBB members. It's a good start though. If someone doesn't get in the BBB, 

they must have serious issues. 

 

Semper Fi 65-69 03-14-2007 12:01 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Advantage Conferences/Tim Darnell/Jack Weinzierl 

 

I just found this website and I started reading all entries. Let me get this straight. Having been in 

some mlm companies, I started feeling uneasy from what I was reading about a couple "men" 

who take $10,000 from innocent people to start their mlm business. They are like me,a sinner 

and only by the grace of God are we "saved" .The new people realize they are not happy with the 

business and want their money back. These two "christians", Tim and Jack, will not give them 

their hard earned money back?Is there something wrong with this picture? 

And they call themselves "christians" and yet will not do the christian , honorable thing and give 

them "their" money back. It's not "their" money the're giving back. That speaks volumes about 

their honesty,integrity,morals,etc. 

I do not think Tim or Jack were ever in the Marine Corps, because you learn what 

intergity,honor, courage and guarding your back means! Courage to admit you are wrong and 

give them their money back!!!!You learn what real "MEN" do in combat and if you don't you 

can lose your life or someone elses!! And you learn their true motives by their actions....... You 

do not treat people like that!......Jack and Tim would not make it in combat because their own 



men would teach them a couple lessons.... REAL MEN don't "take" anything from anyone that 

doesn't belong to them.......HONORABLE MEN WOULD GIVE THEM THEIR MONEY 

BACK!!!!!!! /Thanks for allowing me to express my thoughts/ Former Marine Corps Vietnam 

infantry vet/ 

 

I don't think I would get into a foxhole with either one! YOU KNOW THE SAYING THAT 

WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND / God Bless you all!!!! 

 

BIGfranky75 03-14-2007 12:35 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Semper Fi 65-69  

Advantage Conferences/Tim Darnell/Jack Weinzierl 

 

I just found this website and I started reading all entries. Let me get this straight. Having been 

in some mlm companies, I started feeling uneasy from what I was reading about a couple "men" 

who take $10,000 from innocent people to start their mlm business. They are like me,a sinner 

and only by the grace of God are we "saved" .The new people realize they are not happy with 

the business and want their money back. These two "christians", Tim and Jack, will not give 

them their hard earned money back?Is there something wrong with this picture? 

And they call themselves "christians" and yet will not do the christian , honorable thing and 

give them "their" money back. It's not "their" money the're giving back. That speaks volumes 

about their honesty,integrity,morals,etc. 

I do not think Tim or Jack were ever in the Marine Corps, because you learn what 

intergity,honor, courage and guarding your back means! Courage to admit you are wrong and 

give them their money back!!!!You learn what real "MEN" do in combat and if you don't you 

can lose your life or someone elses!! And you learn their true motives by their actions....... You 

do not treat people like that!......Jack and Tim would not make it in combat because their own 

men would teach them a couple lessons.... REAL MEN don't "take" anything from anyone that 

doesn't belong to them.......HONORABLE MEN WOULD GIVE THEM THEIR MONEY 

BACK!!!!!!! /Thanks for allowing me to express my thoughts/ Former Marine Corps Vietnam 

infantry vet/ 

 

I don't think I would get into a foxhole with either one! YOU KNOW THE SAYING THAT 

WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND / God Bless you all!!!! 

 

 

excellent, excellent post!  

 

thanks for contributing Semper-Fi.  

 



all of your points are spot-on. i couldnt agree with you more..... if someone truly stood by what 

they had to offer, why wouldnt they give somone's money back if requested? these men 

obviously have no integrity. 

 

Semper-Fi, thanks so much.... not only for expressing your views and sharing with us on this 

thread.... but also for serving this country. it is people like you and our boys out there fighting for 

freedom as we speak, that truly make me proud to be an American. 

 

God Bless You! 

 

wishIknew 03-21-2007 07:34 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

This has come to my attention and will NOT be ignored.  

 

Who's mindset are we talking about? Is this what you get for $10000.00? 

 

 

 

------ Forwarded Message 

From: AC Pres  

 

Changing the world is a tall order, but that is exactly what we’re doing, by the grace of 

God. You and I should lower our expectations of much of the so-called, Christian world, 

because the mindset is pitiful in many ways. We won’t let that deter us, however! 

 

 

 

Blessings, 

 

 

Tim Darnell 

President 

Advantage Conferences 

Office: 972-727-4995 

1-888-832-7635 

 

Soapboxmom 03-21-2007 11:28 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Semper-Fi 

 

Welcome to the thread. Sadly the forum is a bit goofed up so I didn't see your post when you first 



put it up. I think it is high time Tim and Jack take some responsibility. They should refund all the 

folks they blatantly lied to. If you believe those clowns have no integrity or morals you would be 

correct.  

 

I took the liberty of alerting the Omni Mandalay hotel to what our little scammers have been up 

to. I hope the hotel will call the Better Business Bureau, read here and decide they do not wish to 

associate their fine establishment with the lying, scamming goons Tim and Jack.  

 

wishIknew, it is very good to see you here. I was away for a while due to my computer ineptness 

and then the site went goofy. That arrogant goon thinks he is going to change the world? The 

only thing he is doing is harming or destroying trusting, good people financially. So, he is 

definitely changing the world for some families.  

 

I guess Timmy boy finds my mindset very disturbing. I don't tolerate lying to, decieving and 

misleading the public. I fully intend to deter that scammer. I hope he is ready for a real GIANT 

to block his path. That e-mail Timmy boy sent out smacks of the desperation he must be feeling 

with folks like you out to expose him for what he really is.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Ask therConsumer Advocate 03-23-2007 02:02 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Exciting news 

 

A possible new prison ministry is in the making. 

 

The course MLM 101. 

 

Taught by the following possible cellmates 

 

Phil Piccolo 

Sam (The scam) Caster 

Evangelist Lowell Mims 

Rev. Bob Moore 

Jack Weinzierl 

Tim Darnell 

 

Inmates would benefit from years of combined MLM scamming techniques. 

 

wishIknew 03-23-2007 04:50 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 



  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Semper-Fi 

 

Welcome to the thread. Sadly the forum is a bit goofed up so I didn't see your post when you 

first put it up. I think it is high time Tim and Jack take some responsibility. They should refund 

all the folks they blatantly lied to. If you believe those clowns have no integrity or morals you 

would be correct.  

 

I took the liberty of alerting the Omni Mandalay hotel to what our little scammers have been up 

to. I hope the hotel will call the Better Business Bureau, read here and decide they do not wish 

to associate their fine establishment with the lying, scamming goons Tim and Jack.  

 

wishIknew, it is very good to see you here. I was away for a while due to my computer ineptness 

and then the site went goofy. That arrogant goon thinks he is going to change the world? The 

only thing he is doing is harming or destroying trusting, good people financially. So, he is 

definitely changing the world for some families.  

 

I guess Timmy boy finds my mindset very disturbing. I don't tolerate lying to, decieving and 

misleading the public. I fully intend to deter that scammer. I hope he is ready for a real 

GIANT to block his path. That e-mail Timmy boy sent out smacks of the desperation he must 

be feeling with folks like you out to expose him for what he really is.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Glad to have you back- 

 

Here is a letter from the Attn Gen Office. 

 

OFFICE of the ATTORNEY GENERAL 

GREG ABBOTT 

March 5, 2007 

Re: Advantage Conferences Dear Consumer: 

Thank you for contacting this office regarding the above-referenced company. We are pleased to 

provide you the information we have current as of the above date. 

This office does not publish individual evaluations of companies. You may wish to contact the 

Better Business Bureau for a company’s history and reputability. Additionally, if the company is 

located in a state other than Texas, you may wish to contact the Attorney General in that state. 

Our office has received [?] consumer complaints against the above-mentioned during the last two 

(2) years. We refer many complaints to other agencies for response when mediation by our office 

is not appropriate. Those referrals and inquiry complaints may not be reflected in this summary. 

Please bear in mind that because a complaint has been filed, does not mean that this office has 

made any determination as to the validity of its allegations. This information should not be taken 



either as an endorsement or as a criticism of the company’s business practices. 

NO COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL HAS AUTHORIZATION FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

TO 

USE THIS INFORMATION AS AN ENDORSEMENT OF ITS ACTIVITIES OR AS A 

CRITICISM OF THE ACTIVITIES OF ANOTHER COMPANY. 

If you wish to file a complaint or provide information to be included in our records, please do so 

by writing to the address below to request a complaint form. Thank you for contacting the Office 

of the Attorney General. 

rely yours, 

Vanessa Cuellar 

Consumer Protection Division 

3201 N. McC0LL RD., SUITE B, McALLEN, TEXAS 78501 TEL: (956)682-4547 WEB: 

WWW.OAG.STATE.TX.US 

An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer . Printed on Recycled Paper 

 

================================================== ============ 

Subj: 

RE: Can anyone please follow up  

 

Date: 

1/30/06 8:48:48 P.M. Pacific Standard Time 

 

From: 

timd@advantageconferences.com 

 

To: 

ZKarelin@aol.com 

 

Sent from the Internet (Details) 

 

 

 

 

Success is imminent for those who don’t quit, .... Each Rep’s timing is unique, but with 

consistency, success happens for each one.  

 

 

 

We have proven the BBB was totally inaccurate in their postings and will win our lawsuit against 

them. A major governmental agency has agreed that they were inaccurate in their posting 

regarding their “pyramid” reference. Truth and our integrity is vindicated once again and will 

always be. 

 

 

 

Blessings, 

http://www.oag.state.tx.us/
mailto:timd@advantageconferences.com
mailto:ZKarelin@aol.com


 

 

 

 

Tim Darnell 

 

President 

 

Advantage Conferences 

 

Office: 972-727-4995 

 

1-888-832-7635 
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